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B.P. 445

7, Avenue President J.F. Kennedy, MC 98011 MONACO CEDEX
publishes

twice a year, in March and September
an English and a French edition of

THE INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC REVIEW

This publication contains articles of topical interest on hydrography, oceanography, cartography,
navigation, photogrammetry, geodesy and allied subjects, radio aids, automation, new

instruments and techniques. The September issue is also devoted to specific topics.

Approx. 165 pages, 18 x 27 cm; numerous illustrations
Original articles for publication are welcome

The Bureau also published monthly the

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BULLETIN

which contains topical news, reports the work undertaken by the I.H. Bureau and the world
hydrographic community, covers recent developments in hydrographic instrumentation and
training programmes, describes new survey vessels, etc. Charts and publications issued by
Hydrographic Offices are listed each month, and there is a comprehensive monthly bibliography

on hydrography and related subjects.

The Catalogue of the IHO Publications
can be obtained gratis by writing to the

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
B.P. 445

7, avenue President J.F. Kennedy
MC 98011 MONACO CEDEX

Telefax : +33 93 25.20.03
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Modem Geology reports experimental and theoretical findings at the frontier of
geological research. Original papers, reviews and short communications afford
comprehensive coverage of important developments in the earth and planetary
sciences. The editors aim to preserve a balanced perspective of the physical, chemical
and biological spheres and to identify major trends and areas of growth in the field.
To complete its far-ranging coverage, the journal offers discussion and comments on
previous contributions, as well as book reviews.
4 Issues per Volume • ISSN: 0026-7775 • Current Subscription: Volume 20 (1993)
a Gordon and Breach Journal
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Judith Totman Parrish, Department of Geosciences, Gould-Simpson Building,
The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721, USA

Palaeoclimates will publish a balance of high quality papers on both the geological
and climatological aspects of palaeoclimate research. It will be unique in bringing
together palaeoclimate modelling and data studies in a single publication and by
making geologists and modellers each aware of the details, strengths and limitations
of the others' approaches will enhance and further joint research. Palaeoclimates will
include original research papers on all aspects of the climate and environment of the
Quaternary and earlier times. Discussion and review papers will also be included,
concerning new aspects of research and special topics of current and widespread
interest to the palaeoclimate community.
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Historical Biology provides a vehicle for developments in the sciences concerned
with the history of life through geological time and the biology of past organisms, and
seeks to encourage a diversity of approaches in this rapidly expanding field. It
emphasizes modern and controversial topics. Its range includes paleobiology,
paleoethology, paleobiogeography, evolutionary processes and patterns, molecular
paleontology, extinction, phenomena, taphonomy, and aspects of geology,
geochemistry and geophysics that have a direct bearing on paleobiological questions.
4 Issues per Volume • ISSN: 0891-2963 • Current Subscription: Volume (7-8) 1993
a Harwood Academic Journal

For free sample copies, subscription information, or 'Notes for Contributors'
contact:
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New York, NY 10276, USA
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
Contributions for publication should be addressed to The Editors,
Geological Magazine, Department of Earth Sciences, Downing
Street, Cambridge CB2 3EQ, England, or may be submitted through
a member of the Editorial Advisory Board (addresses inside front
cover). Rapid Communications should be clearly marked as such on
the envelope. Submission implies that the manuscript has not been
published previously nor currently submitted for publication
elsewhere. Upon acceptance of a manuscript, the author will be
asked to transfer copyright to the publisher.

All contributions, whether articles, correspondence or reviews, must
be sent in triplicate and typed on one side of the paper, with wide
margins and double-line spacing throughout. Any minor corrections
should be made neatly in the typescript, leaving the margins clear.
Contributions should follow the general style of papers in recent
issues of the Magazine. The author is invited to nominate up to five
possible referees, who will not necessarily be used.

Articles must be accompanied by a brief, informative rather than
indicative, abstract. Headings should be set out clearly but not
underlined. Primary headings should be in lower case, at margin,
with arabic numeral; subheadings should be numbered 2.a., 2.b.,
etc., and tertiary headings 2.a.l., 2.a.2. No cross-references should
be given by page number, but 'above' and 'below' should be used
with the section specified, e.g. Section 2.a.2. The SI system of units
should be used. The author should mark in the margin of the
manuscript where figures and tables may be inserted. References to
points in larger works should, where possible, quote the page
reference, e.g. Ager, 1981, p. 102. Authors alone are responsible for
the correctness of their references.

Rapid Communications should follow the style of articles and must
be no more than four printed pages of the Magazine (approximately
5000 word-equivalents) including an abstract of no more than 100
words. These contributions will be dealt with by a streamlined
schedule and should appear within six months from receipt. To meet
this schedule, authors will be required to make revisions with
minimal delay.

Discussions of papers which have already appeared in the Magazine
are welcomed, subject to the four-page limit.

Tables should be typed with double-line spacing on sheets separate
from the running text. Each table must have a caption that will
make the data in the table intelligible without reference to the text.

Illustrations should be submitted at l'/i x size to be published. The
Author's name and figure number should be clearly marked on the

back of each piece of artwork. Figures will preferably be either
single column (80 mm) or double column (169 mm) width when
printed. The height of figure can vary in either width up to full print
area height (240 mm). Illustrations should have scale bars, not
'x 40'. Redrafting may be required by the editors if major savings
in print area can be achieved without loss of information. Detailed
maps or multiple logs may well require a whole page and the size of
the lettering should match the necessary reduction. Where necessary
break a figure into two facing pages; folding figures will not be
accepted. Landscape figures should have no lettering upside down on
the final printed page. Avoid where possible gross disparities in
lettering size on the drawing. See figure below for optimum size of
original and final lettering size. Boxes of ornament should be
explained within the figure, not in the caption. Figures composed of
photographs should be glossy prints presented at publication scale.
Each component part should be named with a lower-case letter and
given a scale bar. Photographic artwork is numbered as part of the
sequence of figures, not as separate plates. The Magazine will be
able to publish a limited number of free colour plates each year; the
editors will decide which plates to accept on their scientific merit.
Authors submitting colour plates are asked to give detailed reasons
why colour is necessary. Duplicates of illustrations should be sent,
and may be prints or, preferably, photocopies reduced to final size.
Figure captions must be typed with double-line spacing on sheets
separate from the running text.

References must be double-spaced and spelt out in full, e.g.
BROOKS, M. & JAMES, D. G. 1975. The geological results of seismic

refraction surveys in the Bristol Channel, 1970-73. Journal of
the Geological Society 131, 163-82.

Books should be cited as:
AGER, D. V. 1981. The Nature of the Stratigraphical Record, 2nd ed.

London: Macmillan, 122 pp.
BOTT, M. H. P. 1973. The evolution of the Atlantic north of the

Faroe Islands. In Implications of Continental Drift to the Earth
Sciences, vol. 1 (eds D. H. Tarling and S. N. Runcorn), pp.
175-89. London, New York: Academic Press.

Unpublished work should normally be referred to in the text in
parentheses as, for example, 'private communication' or 'unpub.
Ph.D. thesis, Univ. London, 1988', and not included in the reference
list unless in the press.

Fifty offprints of each paper will be provided free of charge.
Additional offprints may be purchased according to a set scale of
charges if ordered when the proofs are returned.
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